


Ranking Your Strengths List

Before Starting: 

Before you start this exercise you should have already completed your Strengths Ideas List.

Why do this work?

You now have a large list of strengths, skills and expertise. This worksheet will help you categorize and prioritize the 
large number of items on your list. 

Getting Started

Place all the items on your list(s) from the last worksheet onto this grid in the section where they belong

Closer to Average ←------------------------ Skill/Knowledge -------------------------→ Above Average
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After you complete this exercise review the grid. Pay special attention to the top right category (High Enjoyment/Above 
Average skills & knowledge) as these are likely where your best business ideas will come from. See if they can be distilled 
down any further. Try defining specifically the things you have in that category. What do you mean when you say. Write the 
specifics. 

Example: instead of just “communicating with other people” when you hone in on what you specifically have expertise, 
passions, strengths or knowledge about might be “verbally communicating with people when I need to negotiate pricing.”

One is very ambiguous, one is not. 

One can help solve a specific problem for people that have a need, one is so broad, it’s unlikely that it will help you come up 
with a successful biz idea later on. 

Ranking Your Top Right

Now these are categorized and more specific, take the time to rank these in order of excitement about the topic or idea. For now 
only do this with the top right category, if you exhaust your ideas in the validation stage then you can later come back and 
begin with the top left category (high enjoyment/closer to average skill or knowledge.)

Don’t try to compare them all together at once, instead simply put them in order of the most enjoyable or what you’re most 
excited about to the least

List those here: 

For the next exercise, be ready to use your top 5 to turn into business ideas. 
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